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Dear .. Nolte,

A few weeks ago I called on an official of the French Embassy in
Tunis to get sne information on the French official position concerning
the staged hand-over of French colon lands to the Tunisian Government.
It was no real surprise to learn--t the French Cvernment poses no
objection to the principle that all land should return to the Tunisian
government, and then eventually to Tunisians. The only subject for
neEotiations is the complicated oroblem of procedure and just compensation.

In fact, this official’ s reaction a.roached weary indifference.
Would some colons like to remain? Would they be willing to stay on as
farm managers if the Tunisian government presented an attractive offer?
No, having once owned their land they probably would not be interested
in working as emDloyees. In any case, he insisted, Tunisian farm land
is not all that good, an the seasonal variations are so great that
farm profits are always prec@.rious. The prevailing tone of the discussion
was that the game was no longer worth the candle perhaps never had
been.

Suddenly I sensed how much we all resemble that field mouse in
Robert Burns, famous poem. The dream of Jules Ferry envisaging a greater
France extending beyond the .etropole, the early broad proselyting
ambitions of Cardinal Lavigerie and the White Fathers, the belief, in
short, that in "colonizing" one was accomplishing a nob].e mission of
extending the borders of his civilization (or in those days "civilization"
with a caoital C, for was there any other?) all had vanished.
Where now ws that world-view epitomized in the boast of French Resident
General Rene !illet uon unveiling the statue of Jules Ferry in Tunis,
"Consider, gentlemen that this is the first statue to be raised here
since the fall of the Roman Empire."

It is almost as if the French came, administered, worked and dreamed.
Then they woke up and left. Yet another inning in the long game between
the estern and Arabic-Islamic worlds ends with the same score: no
hits, no runs and the usual two or three errors.

Perhaos, but in this case of Tunisia perhaps not for this small
country of four million oeople continues to show signs, five years
after independence, of remaining strongly attached culturally to the
Western orld. There is, in fact, the possibility of the evolution of
a new culture which I would sugEest calling Afro-editerranean
something which by genuinely integrating much of both cultures would



tend to stand between the present sharp_ line dividing the Arab orld
from Europe.

If such a new culture does evolve, what factors will have made
it possible? Was it that the French came in sufficient numbers to
create an impact in depth, but not so great as to csuse an overly
violent reaction--that is, a nationai ist movement rejecting all
French innovation and digging deeper into its own traditions as a
sort of protective shell? Was timing important? Did the Frauch
as rulers stay just long enough but not too long? Did the Tunisian
mentality of moderation and its acceptance of basically bourgeois
values --born of long generations of Settled life along the coasts
from Bizerte to Sfax-- play a decisive role? Or is this one of those
cases where the hero in history makes the difference, and is it
essentially the strong personality of Habib Bourguiba pushing
Tunisia in this direction?

The ’hy" and ’ow. behind Tunisia.s present orientatioh can
be answered only after exploring all areas of this broad question.
In an earlier newsletter the role of education was considered.
Another subject of almost equal importance was that of French
colonization and French-induced changes in Tunisian law and adminis-
tration concerning land tenure and agriculture chaes which often
went hand-in-glove rlth the policy of colonization. Let us then
reexamine this problem, no longer with the aim of attacking or defending
the colonization as such for that question is now moot, but rather
as a means of asking to what extent it was a bearer of cultural
change.

By the time of the French occupation of Tunisia in 1881 what
had once been the thriving Roman colony of "Africa" had fallen on
hard times agriculturally. In the interior of the country ruins of
impressive Roman settlements ith temples, forums and ol presses
no looked out on empty steppes barely able to support a few nomadic
bedouin.

How this decline took place poses no problem in historical
analysis. In the middle of the Eleventh Century the Fatimid ruler
of Fgypt had released upon his newly proclaimed rival in Tunisia
the bedouin tribes of Beni Hilal and Beni Sulaym. This was both
an invasion and a migration, and the next two centuries were marked
by the continuous influx of Arab nomads and a corresponding ithdrawal
of peasants d villagers to the coasts and the defensible cities.
Probably only the sahel, that section of the eastern coast between
Sousse and Sfax, --d-olated pockets along the Northern coast
remained in continuous cultivation during this period.

Although Tunisia was to eerience relatively strong regimes
after this bedouin invasion, it was never able even. as late as the
mid-Nineteenth Century to restore to settled agricultural life the
large interior mass of the country given over to nomadism since the



Roman ruins and emDty steppes



.elfth Century. It has been estimated that hen the Protectorate
vas established, just over one-hlf of the population or possibly about
600,’00 persons ere sedentary. Een this lov figure would tend to
fall off from time to time, for as tax demands of the government got
too Dressing those peasants living on the fringes of settled life
would simply revert to semi-nomdism.

Within this restricted agricultural area there were, of course,
certain regional and cultural variations, but no great extremes.
Probably the most settled conditions were found in the sahel, ;hose
estimated 60,000 to 90,0< population regularly provido-ut one-
sixth of the government’s reVenue; and in the Cap Bon region where
well-kept farms of Andulusian refugees from the Christian reconquest
of Spain still set a high standard. (On visiting a farm which has
remained in the hands of Andulusians from the early 17th Century to
this day I was impressed by the excellent workmanship of two ide
and deep wells constructed over 300 years ago. The contrast betven
this type of farm and that managed by a Tunisian vose father or
grandfather was a bedouin is striking. )

In the Northwest, including the valley of the Medjerda river,
cereals were grown by sharecroppers. For each mechia (lO to 12
hectares) an owner or often renter would seek ou---enant or
khammas (a derivative of the Arabic wor for five, the tenant receiving
I/5hbf the net profit) and provide him wlth a team of oxen, seed
and a small advance for living exp..enses. Like most such systems of
sharecropping the tenant seldom acctmalated enough capital to be able
to buy and work his ov lsnd. ch more likely was the prospect that
in a bad crop year or as a result of too much pressure from the omer
the khammas would simply flee the land.

The question of just who owned the land was in many cases far
from clear during this period just before the Protectorate. ch was
state domain obtained either as the result of confiscations from
rebellious tribes nom the central government had managed to put down
or from high officials who had fallen out of favor (in a manner
reminiscent of the Abbasid mpire in e 9th Century).

Also a great proportion of the arable land possibly as high as
40% of the total was given over to habous (or as it is called
in the Arab East). This was an ISl-fb of main by which land
or othe real property could be put in trust for ecified pious
purposes. TWo eneral ty.es existed: The founder could designate
orivate persons as heirs (usually his immediate family) with the stipu-
lation that the revenue would revert to a named pious purpose only
after th line designated as heir had died out. This vould be a
’rivate habous."

I. cf. Jean Ganiage, Les Origines du Protectorat Francais en Tunisie,
Paris, 1959, pp. 13UZll sim-t:S-fo -e_msian-P-ui:tioh-
at this oeriod vary from 8OO,0_iO to about two million. In the
absence Of reliable data probably the best guess would be between

one million and 1,3OO,000.



Or the revenue could go immediately to a pious purpose such
as building a mosque, maintaining a zawiya (headquarters of a Sufl
religious brotherhood) or founding a- (Quranic primry school)
in which case it would be a public haBbu-.- A third type common in
Tunisia was the mixed habous in vich the property belonged to a
zavya and the revenues were first devoted to certain specified
ourposes pertaining to the. If there should be any excess it
was then distributed to theer’s heirs.

In addition to providing a certain security by being inalienable
in principle, the habous ;oroperty served as a good means of income
for its adn.nistrators (vaki! for the public habous, m_qadam_ for
the private). It was cu-tomary for the administrator-to receive
6% or 7% of the annual revenue for his services, and for private
habous the qddam was often selected from the family of the founder.

Finally, there was an indeterminate amount of land in private
property mulk. Property limits were poorly defined, and deeds
were not regsred. Rather than legal in the Western sense,
ownership was more nearly customary the combination of prescriptive
right and village acceptance. Another problem intruded into this
sector of private property. Islamic law of inheritance rejects
primogeniture and stipulates an extensive and complicated division
among secified heirs. As a result after a few generations a piece
of land could well have been divided into as many as 50 small segments
--unless the original owner had managed to circumvent the law of
inheritance by setting up a private habous.

Even these major categories of state domain, habous and mulk
were not always distinguishable. It was not at all rare for
ry landowner claiming to hold a certain property as mnlk to have
hidden in rserve a habous title to the same oroperty --1a title
offering more security ainst government conscscion.

This entire agricultural system zas static ifnot regressive.
The absance of assured phblic order --especially vis-a-vis the bedouin--
limited the area of available land. The fluctuations of taxation
inhibited any ambitions of getting rich off the laud. Finally, the
widespread areas of domain and habous lands encouraged a psychology
of limiting exploitation of the land to what could be secured
without incurring capital expenditure.

The establishment of he French Protectorate in 1881 brought
almost immediately that sine qua non for any development of agriculture

oublic security. It us-ere- in a capitalistic approach to the

1. This probably smells of chicanery to most Westerners who have
always been able to take for granted public security and orderly
tax collection, but ven neither of these factors exists it can
be seen as no more immoral than taking out an insurance policy.
For the same reasons the much maligned "Levantines" of Tnisia and
the Levant states managed during this period to have more than one
passport cched in the family lockbox.



Tunisian economy, and there were soon Frencmen or more often
1lerian Frenchmen-- on the scene to make the most of it. In fact,
the first -elve years of the Protectorate was the heyday of rampnt,
unchecked land seculation. Like much of the history of the opening
up of our o West and the building of the railroads, it is often not
a very pretty story; and the several incidences of shrp dealing or
outright dishonesty are made even more unpalatable by the fact that
it was a case of Frenchmen exploiting the citizens of a "protected"
state. .This aspect of the story need not detain us, for we are
interested in tracing the course of new influences rather than in
passing judgments on individuals or groups.

During this period of speculation the first major land ] gislation
was passed the Ynd Registration Act of 188%. This act, orov+/-ding
for xact regstration of land and the issuance of clear titles, was
obviously in the interest of the French speculator, for he needed to
know just what he had ,orchased. However, it weuld be quite inaccurate
to suggest that even in this early period--only four years after the
establishment of the Frotectorate this act was merely the result of
a speculators’ lobby. e motivation was much less soecific. It was
a natural reaction of administrators coming from a dynamic estern
culture when faced with a form of Islamic traditionalism, and the
Frenchman could no more appreciate a system which did not give clear
titles te land for purposes of tax and trade than could the Tunisian
uslim understand a policy based on the assumotions of a cash economy,
fluctuating orices and land as a commodity.

The 188% act was patterned on the Australian Torrens Act.1 The
act orovided that a man could .present a claim which if not successfully
challenged after due Dublicity and the lapse of a specified time
period would be registered and a title deed issued. The original
fees for registration were just high enough to inhibit many a small
holder, but this injustice was partially rectified later. Land
registration was carried out by a special court created by this
act --the Tribune xte which, to render judgments, had to be composed
of three Frh--aw-native magistrates.

This essentially Vestern concept was embraced at once by virtually
all Eurooeans dealing in Tunisian real property, but a surprising_,
number of Tunisians also registered their properties. By 1907 the
Tribune .xte had received requests for registration from:

3,331 Frenchmen
2,8 24 foreigners
3,985 Tunisians

and a generation later in 1936 the total number of requests stood at:

1. It has been suggested that Tunisia owes her Land Registration Act to
the fact that Resident Gmueral Paul Cambon just haopened to have read
and been impressed a fev years earlier by two newspaper articles on
the Tbrrens Act. cf. Etienne Buthaud, "Introduction a 1,Etude des

Problemes liumains de 1,Immatriculation fonciere en Tunisie," Les Cahiers

de Tunisie 3rd &Ith trimester 195.
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6,363 Frenchmen
5,000 foreigners

II, 230 Tunisimas

The immediate effects of this land registration were striking
enough. Interest rates on mortgaged orooerties vhich had previously ras hgh s 18% dropoed to, between % and 6% for registered oroperties.
Tunisia, exposed admittedly to the oerils of soeculation, was also
now made attractive to bona fide capital investment. ore important,
however, fc our ourposes were the long-range effects on Tunisian
mentality. Eery Tunisian coming before the Tribune Mixe received a
first-hand lesson in the workings of Vestern . -t-same time
in registering his land vith the Tribune ixte he ilicitly rejected
the jurisdiction of the Islmmic shriTa-cou-. (All litigation
involving registered property went ef6re the French courts in Tunisia. )
Thus, it can be seen that this prosaic matter of land registration
actually involved a process of learnin Western techniques and of
denigrating the value of traditional Islamic courts all ’ithout any
suggestion of a direct atts2k on the latter.

Even habous lands were offered for registration and the Tribune
Mixte decided, in the absence of soecific legal authorizatioin t-h’
lAct, to extend the benefits 0f land registration to habous
petitioners as well.

Also, with the increased commercial value of registered land
Tunisians could begin to view sales and mortgages not as something
undertaken only under the impulse of bleak necessity but as profitable
transactions. Admittedly, may a Tunisian vas to squander his family
inheritance by understanding only half the vorkings of this new
connercial vorld, and as vll be seen later only the existence of the
habous system plus the spathetic policy of French administrators
on the spot ’kept even larger areas of land from falling into European
hands. Hoever, the important thing was this revolution in ieas.
For better or worse much of Tunisia was on the move from status to
contract, from the idea of an immutable society to the idea of progress.

By 1892 this first wave of Frenchmen into Tunisia had managed to
gain control of 443,000 hectares. Since estimates for the total area
in cultivation at the beginning of the Protectorate in 1881 dip as
lov as 600,000 hectares, the impact of this "invasion" was obviously
felt at all levels. In fact, European landovership in Tunisia at
its peak just b_arely doubled this figure, but in later years tee

I.

_
indeoelence in 1956 just under 2,000,000 hectares had been

registered.

2. is, was brought out by a .% Martinier during one of the many debates
between French colons and Tunisians at the historic Congres de
’Afrique. du iJordh-ed at Varis in 1908--The procee6-s 7is
bS decial!y the exchanges between colons and nisians,
re invaluable for recaoturing the spirit of the--s. :sn of the
arliest Tunisian nationalists such as echir Sfar, Abeljelil Zamuche, and
aira!ah ben ,,ustafa won their s..urs at this Conress.



increased total area under cultivation served to soften the contrast.
(In 19%1, for exa.,le, Europeans orned 770,00 hectares of a total
cultivated area of 3,866,000 hectares. This meant that Europeans
ovned roughly 0% of the total cultivated area and just over 8 io of the
total ’roductive" area or area capable of being out to productive
use vhich vras estimated at about 9,000,000 hectares.)

At the same time, however, this early move brought very little
actual French colonization. Of the total 3,000 hectares a full
16,000 were in the hands of only 16 proprietors, including several
joint-stock comanies. The early growth of foreign holdings can be
seen in the follovnng breakdo-n:

a. Before the rotectorate French
holdings were slightly over lO0,O(.D hectares

b. In 188%, 136 French proprietors o?med l,811 hectares

c. In 180, %0% French proprietors oned 359,000 hectares

A brief digression to explain the pre-Protectorate French holdings
might be of interest." Almost the entire total is accounted for b
the lOO,O00 hectare Enfidaville estate bought in 1877 by the Societe
&rseillaise. Ironically, this estate was bought from Khayr Dih
PaSha. s0meime Tunisian prime minister and leader of the reformist
movement .ho had tried in vain to modernize the Tunisian state in
time to avoid Western interference. Having falle from favor in 1877
Eha al Din Pasha was on his way to Constantinople to assume later
even more iportant duties. One could hardly ask for a more symbolic
act to close .one era in Tunisiau history and announce the approach of
another.

By the 1890’s the Tench authorities had become disturbed by this
situation of large holdings by only a handful of French citizens,
many of whom ere in any case absent. They were concerned less with
the possible nativn reactions than by the continued slow growth of
Italian colonization in Tunisia. (One must jar himself ot of the
bresent 1961 terms of reference for "imperialism" and remember that
most of the big problems at that time did not even touch the native
populations Briton v. Boer in South Africa, Britain v. France in
t, France v. Italy in Tunisia, etc. )

To meet this problem a series of teps were taken to encourage
and facilitate the settlement of French colons on the land. A
colonization fund was set up in 189 to pur-se land which would be
made available for French colonization; certain state lands were made
available; cautious changes were made in the habous system to make
their exploitation easier; a homestead system was evolved which granted
the prospective colon cheap land and easy credit provided he stayed and

1. Abdeljelil Zaouche, "L’ Etat de l’ Agriculture indigene en Tunisie,"
Congr’s d__e ,AfFiqe du No__, Paris, 1908, vol. If, .p. 80.
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developed his plot for a certain oeriod of time; even an .cole
Goloniale d,Agriculture was established by the governmentm-898
wm--i--itnt-on: bt-rainirg the French colons to be insta21ed
in Tunisia. By the end of the Protectorateperm-----od ahost half of the
total area of opean cultivation and well over half of the total
number of proprietors traced their origin to official colonization.

With official colonization came a new mentality. From the
immediate problem of counterbalancing the large number of Italians
with French settlers in order to remove from doubt any question
about which ropean pover should "protect" Tunisia it was but a
short step to the more general idea of a mission civilisatrice.
Wether i was a question of eradicating t..O-ienC-d apathy, ,’

rationalizing outmoded administrative or legal systems, or simply
insuring French dominance, the solution was found in effective French
colonization.

This pSlicy or perhaps it would be more accurate to stick to
the word "mentality" served as the point of reference for most of
the major lys and activities in the coming decades --the dualism
(European and indi_gn) of the various consultative bodies, the
naturalization poliCy-hich eventually brought French citizenship to
large numbers of Tunisian Jews, Italians and Maltese, the later
refinements of legislation covering details of colonization and
settlement, the system of tariff preference for various Tnisian
products such as wine, and the manner in which govermmen,al services
even doom to the policeman directing traffic and the minor emD.loyee
in the Post Office were staffed with Frernhmen.

Here weneed only catalogue the general results of this colon-
ization policy before returning to an examination of the effects on
the native Tunisian )slims. By the end of the Frotectorate there
were some 25,000 Eurooeans living in Tunisia (total population just
under four million at hat time), and 15% of the European work force1
was engaged directly in agriculture. As has been seen the Europeans
owned roughly 1/5 of the cultivated land. These holdings were con-
centrated in CaD Bon (where there was an esoecially lsrge number of
Italians, mainl Sicilians, cultivating rather small holdings), and
in the North and Northwest of the country. Host of these farms,
being large enouq to make mechanization .practical, maintained the
equipment and ooerated on the lines normal for estern Ekope. As
a result of these better methods (and, admittedly, often better land)
European ,yields tended to be just better than double those of the

1. One author, relying on official statistics, has estimated O,OO0 rural
roDeans out of a total popu!atio of 255,000. Pierre {arthelot,
"Les Tunisiens. Reflexions sur uel0ues Disoarities.. oraDhiques
et Socioloiques, Les Cahiers de Tsie #25, 19%9. He has apDarently
derived this figurrsMete 9 of the 19%7-8 nuaire
Statistiue which lists 23% of the total rooean work forc@ Hgaged
nth-pary Sector of the economy (Agriculure). is, however, does

not measure with acracy tse directly engaed in cultivation. I
have relied on the table (age 3) listing .riculturs eloitants
al &rc01es to rve at the fre o 5.nd S

_
..’_’
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The follovlng chart and map show the extent and location of European
colonization in Tunisia. Information in the chart is based on a survey
made by the Sevic de_s_ Statistiques in I3.

The information in Column One (Area in " do ern Cultivation) includes all
Rb.ropean cultivation and the follo,_ Tunisian cultivation: in cereal
lands all farms of %0 hectares zd over; all other farms of over %
hectares; aud truck farms, viny-ds and citrus groves of over 3 to % hectares.

Totals for areas may not add up because of rounding.
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Tunisians. Representative figures for the year 1957 were:

Northern egion: Tunisians

Quintaux (220.46 ibs. ) per hectare
Soft Wheat Hard Wheat Barley Oats

4.8 3.5 3.0 2.3

Europeans 8.9 8.6 7.8 3.4

Central and
Southern Region: Tunisians 1.8 1.7 1.7 1.7

Eropeans 5.4 4.2 2.7 I.I

So much for the European colonization as such. The detailed
considegation of its organization, plahs and proects, discussed in
scores of books and French degree theses now gathering dust in the
Ttmlsxan Bibli_0theque ati_qnale , is no longer pertinent. The colons
have gone Or ar6 le--aving, WheZher much or even .ary of their
and work remains in esdstence depends novz upon the sons and grandsons
of %hose ear!F obscure and ignored indi_g__ne. Let us nov try %o pick
up the story from their point of view-.

We mentioned earlier how the Land Registration Act of i!,85 had
started the process of change toward the idea of a dynamic economy in
which land is a commodity instead of a way of life. However, this new
concept offered too ranch freedom at one stroke, and the more common
Tunisian reaction at the turn of the century was that of deep concern
as before something powerful and not quite understood. It is not that
Tunisians were being pauperized or driven off the land. On the contrary,
more land was coming into cultivation and more Tunisian labor was
wanted. However, this birds-eye view was denied to the small-holder vho
had improvidently sold his land, or to the tenant who faced the novel
experience of ,leaving the land worked by his family for generations to
find work elsewhere.

Further, the Tunisians acted both naturally and with justification
in feeling that by losing title to their lands they would remain well
off only at the sufferance of their masters, the French mers.

In short, the Tunisian was both attracted and repelled. He admired
the new system, its greater efficiency, its higher cash values; but he
dreaded the jump iuto the dark, and he was shrewd enoEh to know that
he could not beat the Eurgpean at his own game. Not ye, anyway.

The attraction__%raled in the acceptance of land registration,
the admiration of pu.b01ic order and the appreciation of a system of
regular taxation. Also well received was the development of olive
plantations around Sfax, one of those hapoy combinations of events
where everybody vins. Here a energetic director of ariculture,
one Paul Bourde, advanced the theory that this region, cultivated
inRoman and Byzantine days, had not irretrievably changed as a result

. .
I. Annuaire Statistique de la Tunisie 1957-58, p. 55.
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of the intervening centuries of deforestation. It could, in short,
suooort the cultivation of olives, provided the trees were properly
s..aced to suit the reltive aridity of the area. The land was there
to be axploited for in 189 the Protectorate Government had releosed
over lO0,O00 hectares of state lauds in this area for sale at Lten
francs per hectare v!th the st+/-pulsation that they be planted in four
years. Holdover, the olive tree does not give a good yield until
te 1% years after being lanted. Tunisians willing and capable of
cultivating the area lacked the capital for such a long-term invest-
ment, and prospective French colons vere not so interested in this
marginal land. French caoital filled the gap bought the land and
installed tenants by a contract of muhrasa (Arabic derived from the
oot meaning to plant a tree). The-h-0r lrasi would agree
to care for the trees vile providing for his --SuS%ehauce by
growing cereals and pulses on the same lnd. When the trees matured
the mnghrasi received full property rights to 50% of the orchard.
As aeslf thipolicy the olive orchards in the gouvernorat
of Sfax, amounting to 18,000 hectares in 1881, had
total of 200,000 hectares as early as 1907. In addition, several
thcsaud bedouin nomads of the [etellits tribe who used to range
over the formerly uncultivated area became settlad cultivators.
This was undoubtedly the most dramatic victoz of settled culture
over nomadism since the bedouin invasions of the llthC@ntury.

Resistance to the n way of life found its most. natural
focus in the habous system. It served as a logical watershed
separating the two cultures in conflict. To the modern Ea-ropean
the habous meant inefficiency, lack of exact definition, obscurant-
ism and mismanagement. To the traditional Tunisian slim the
habous was part and parcel of Islamic law, and at the same time
it served as his best refuge in the unequal battle against European
capitalists and State-assisted colons. As a result of this con-
juncture the Protectorate was always circum,ect in attacdng the
haboua system, and even quite %Vesternized Tunisians wore disinclined
to axpatiate on its obvious inefficiency in practice.

Still, even rlthin this limited set of g round rules the
Protectorate was able to keep nibbling away at the fact and the
principle of habous to such extent that the newly indenendent
Tunisian government was eager to deliver the coup. de grace, and
able to do so (in 1956 and 1957) vth almost no public reaction.
Let us try to trace the main steps of this evolution.

The problem confronting., the would-becolon was to get use of the
habous l.as which were in principle inalienable. A means existed in
the liki rite. This was the cncept of enzel (or inz-al) vhlch

I. The li rite, one of the four accepted rites or schools of
lav in Sunni Islam, was followed by the overwhelming majority
of Tuniians. The onlz other rite in use in Tunisia, the

Hanifi, was practiced only by the Beylical family and families
sh ori  .



provided that the use of habous laud could be assigned against an
annual rental. The terms of the enzel could not be changed, .and
the contract lasted forever (use o-Tnd by a contract of enzel
as. inheritable) provided the annual Oauent did not lapse-Tmore
than tee years. The enzel was incorp,orated into pblic law by a
decree of 1886.

Later there were feas that the absence of sure possession of
the land inhibited proper development, and in 190% a lav was passed
makin it permissible to discharge the permanent, obligation of
annual payments by making a lump sum pannent of 20 annuities, hich
sum zas used to purchase another habous property. (Colons who
vere less sttish and stuck to the old annual enzel’came Out very
well vth the grov,zing inflation, )

Another imp..ortant means of circumventing the principle of
inalienability as adopted in 1898. Relying this time on a ruling
accepted by the lanifi rite the Protectorate oassed a lv providing
for the exhange"o-H-habous property for another property or for
money. If the exch-ange :s for money it had to be by a pu.blic
auction. (Of course, the money had to be used to buy another habous. )
In this way the private colon or the official colonization fund
could .get good farm landou-.of the habous restrictiens while the
beneficiaries of the habous vere compensated by other properties,
often urban buildings. (It has been estimated that at least one-
fourth of)teA buildings in the old medina of Tunis were habous
property.

Provisions for short d long-term rental of habous property
were also established, but these ere less wide-spread.

Probably the most serious attack on the habous system made by
the French anistration was an 188 law requiring the Djemia al
Habous to place at the disposition of the Protectorate Gov-en-.
orB-Vrposes of colonization a maximum of 2,000 hectares of farm
land per year. The lands to be offered were chosen bY experts of the
Department of Agriculture, and compensation was fixed by a committee
reoresenting the Djemia and the Department of Agriculture. This law
represented not on-Te closest thing to an outright violation of
shari’a law (it was a rather broad extension of the Hanifi idea of
.be of habous properties), it was also the mostantly
unjust. In other legislation the colon often had an advantage in
fact due to his stronger economic posion, but at least appearances
were saved. eewev r, this law had the effect of r_es_e..rvi_ni, the best
farm lands for colonization. Beshir Sfar, head oth Djemia el
Habous in 1908 and (significantly) one of the early natmBs%

I. Henri de Montety, ,.&daptation de jurisme occidental aux realities
sociales nisiennes en matiere fonciere," Institut des Belles
!ttres Arabes (IBLA), April 19[2.



leaders, charged, "Suppose an indigene should ask the acquisition,
either by enzel or exchange, oi abOus land exceeding 20 hectares
in area. TS"6]j.emia must first obtain the consent of the Direction
of Agriculture-nsent iven only if the land is mdiocre or if
its area is insufficient for European exploitation, "+/-

As a result of all these acts most of the public habous lands
suitable for European colonization had been taken by the end of the
Protectorate.

The .private habous posed a more difficult problem. Such habous
had almost invariably a large number of beneficiaries, and Islamic
law insisted on the consent of all beneficiaries before any change
in the hab0us status could be effected. Groups of colons made
numerous attewp.ts to get this ruling changed, directly or indirectly,
but in vaiu. By this time a natinalist movement was in existence,
and one of their most telling arguments was that mtive Tunisians
were to be deprived of their rights to land through manipulation
of the habous. In effect, the habous was a rallying cry of the
early nationalist movement. It remained an alannent, though mmre
muted, right down to independence.

.Since this w the case why then did the independent Tunisian
government move so quickly to abolish the habous system entirely?
The obvious fact that the habous were almost invariably less well
managed did, of course, have its effect, and the idea of habous as
a protection against the colon lost meaning after independence; but
the real reason probably el’in the social difference between the
ruling Neo-Destour and the Old-Destour party ich it defeated.
The habous System was linked not only with inefficiency, but with
social privilege, religious obscurantism-- and at the same time,
the Neo-Destour’s politiCal opposition.

This is not to say that the habous was simply a legal device
used by people of means Not at all, and in fact it is certain that
the nmmber of private habous created by small property holders
increased considerably during the Protectorate years in order to save
the family inheritance from loss through improvidence, a loss which

1. Bechir Sfar, "Les Habous en Tunisie," Congrs de l,Afrique du Nord,
aris, 1908, vol. Ii, p. 394.

2. As early as 1908 the nationalists were insisting on the inviolability
of the private habous. After he First :Horld Yar a group of colons
urged the Protectorate to adopt laws providing in effect, tha-K----
arable lands not put into cultivation be expropriated. The bour-
geoisie, beneficiaries of habous, and the Old Destour party immediately
recognized this as a device to get at private habous lands. The
resulting nationalist campaign forced abandonment of the idea.
cf. Henri de ontety, Une Loi Arire en Tunisie, Tunis, 1927, p. 79.



had become much more likely vith the new commercial spirit brought
by colonizatioh. Still, it was the upoer bourgeoisie and the old
religious families, both as beneficiaries and as directors of habous,
ho had the great vested intereat an interest which increased
automatically in value as colonization .and modernization pushed up
the price of land. These, gentlemen vho had for generations controlled
vast lands giving them not much more than prestige and status now
suddenly found they had properties which could make them rich.

There was only one problem. Many of these lands were occupied,
had often been occupied for generations, by squatters cultivators
or often simply semi-nomads. In the old days their presence had
been mutually advantageous, for even if inefficient they made a
modest contribution toward maintenance and development of lauds
which othe&se would have been left untended. Now they were only
a nuisance, an obstacle to be removed from the lad in order that
it be rofitably exchanged or rented in enzel to a colon, or even
occasionally to a rich Tunisian.

The French administration had anticipated this problem, and
am early as 1913 had passed a decree authorizing in some cases the
contract of enzel without ublic auction. s was designed to help
the man alreyn the laud get the enzel. For administrative and
personnel reasons not so much was acco-ished as had been hoped,
and in any case many of the larger habous refused to submit to this
voluntary plan.

An attemp,t to achieve a more workable system was the Right of
Occupation law of 1926 establishing an elaborate process by which
these squatters could obtain a legal right to remain on that land
(paying, of Course, a rental to the lawful owner). Even this did
not work as hoped. During the ten year priod the law was in effect
claims covering some 60,000 hectares were settled. Of this total
40,000 hectares went to the occupants and 20,000 were settled in
favor of the original owners. In sum, even this legislation
obviously designed to help the tenant with no clear legal right
proved in one-third of the cases to be of real value to the habous
directors and beneficiaries.

During this period a young laver with a striking resemblance
to Charles Chaplin appeared often before the courts representing
these occu_oants trying to maintain themselves on the only lsnd they
had ever knovn. is was Habib Bourguiba.

Still, the law stood as a threat to the interests of the large
habous beneficiaries. When Resident General Peyraton, Dressed by
nationlist agitation (the Neo-Destor had been orgauize, in 193[),
looked around for some local support he was c,..uietly told by Tahar
bin-Ammar that the price of the "Old Turbans" was abrogation of the
19. iht of Occupation lv. In 1935 the price was paid.

Bourguiba’s eo-Destour never made an issue of the habous lands
the fight for independence. To attack the habous system
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would, like an attack
on the excessively
traditional approach
of Zitouna University
(see LCB-1) have
confused matters and
given the Old Destour
opposition a chance
to label the Neo-Destour
as irreligious.
However, the Neo-Destour
could plan. They
could see that the
habous system, like
Zitouna, had played
a not inconsiderable
role in resisting the
Protectorate-- the
former by saving
certaiu lands from
colonization, the
latter by maintaining
a certain feeling of
nationhood and by
preserving the use of
the Arabic language.

Still, they were
not blind to the fact
that both were strong-
holds of their
domestic opposition.
Nor did they fail to
see the parallel
drawn by their French
Socialist friends
between the ancien

n France nd
those "obsolete"
elements in their
own society.

Young Habib Bourguiba

. . . .
In sum, the French imact on Tunisia in this question of land

tenure and riculture can be viewed as a two-pronged attack, One
stressed efficiency and economic development. The other advanced a
Western idea of social justice vthiu the framework of a dynsmic
society. It wss the colons vo, for all their unendearing qualities
which in the worst cases approached a racial bias, spearheaded he
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Nodrn Tractor Team

first movement. The latter came, as was natural, from a combination
of liberal Frenchmen ( often members of the French Socialist Party)
in the Service Foncier of the SeNice d,AriCulture, in the Tribune
_’_, n-theprVihcal admirSratokn he Classroomslh
a sense the first wing brought Tunisia the tractor, but the second
brought the ooerations manual.

That an independent Tunisia could implement ideas brought by
this Fnch impact without afterthought and vthout breaking stride
goes back, it would seem, to the simple fact that the Neo-Destour
had fought and won a socio-economic battle at the same time it was
struggling for indeoendence. As a result, unlike the Egyptian Wafd
of the intevay period or the oroccan Istiqlal, the Neo-Destr was
not a loose coalition of divergent interests but rather a party with
a prepared program a program which wa in many based on French
experience, thought out in the French lan...uage, derived from French
ideals, but now administered by Tunisians. Now it becomes somewhat
more understandable vy the newly independent Tunisian government



abolished the habous in the name of both efficiency and social justice,
why they insisted on the necessity of complete land registration, why
the plans to settle the bedouin go foard with even greater intensity,
why an agricultural bank to establish cheap credit was created, and
why the concept that a man should have a property right to land only
if he vll develop it is so current in governmental circles.

The statue to Jules Ferry which Resident General Millet inaugurated
in 1899 has been taken dm, but . Millet might be pleased to know
that if this was the first statue since the fall of the Roman Empire
it vill not be the last. Busts of Habib Bourguiba, Ferhat Hached and
other slim notables of the Tunisian nationalist movement now adorn
various community squares. Here in Tunisia the estern and Arab
worlds met and intermingled. Something new, and hopefully better,
seems destined to grz out of the experience.
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